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This notification is being filed on behalf of Basic Research, L.L.C. dba 
Klein-Becker usa that is the Distributor of the product(s) which bear the 
statements identified in this notification. Its business address is: 402 West 5050 
North, Provo, Utah 84604. This notification is being made pursuant to Section 6 
of DSHEA and Rule 21 C.F.R. $j 101.93. The dietary supplement product on 
whose label or labeling the statements appear is OxydreneTM - 120 ct. 

The text of each structure-function statement for which notification is now 
being given is: 

(Statement 1): 
(Statement 2): 

(Statement 3): 

(Statement 4): 
(Statement 5): 

(Statement 6): 

(Statement 7): 

“Deep tissue oxygenator” 
“Helps provide cellular oxygen necessary to: Maintain 
energy, stamina and endurance” 
“Helps provide cellular oxygen necessary to: Reduce 
muscle recuperation cycle, permitting maximum 
muscle growth and optimal body fat reduction” 
“The clinically proven deep tissue oxygenator’ 
“Since its introduction into the U.S. market, 
OxydreneTM is fast becoming the most sought-after 
compound among body-builders who want to 
maximize muscle growth, baby boomers who fear 
slowing down, dieters who want to speed up fat loss, 
as well as Viagra” users and their partners who have 
discovered that stamina and endurance are the key to 
total fulfillment” 
“OxydreneTM helps provide the cellular oxygen 
required to increase time to exhaustion, decrease 
recovery time and delay muscle fatigue associated 
with oxygen depletion” 
“In other words, OxydreneTM provides you with the 
power to keep going” 
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The following summary identifies the dietary ingredient(s) or 
supplement(s) for which a statement has been made: 

Statement Identity of Dietary Ingredient(s) or Supplement(s) 
Number that is the Subiect of the Statement: 

I Oxydrene TM - 120 ct. Box 
2 Oxydrenem - 120 ct. Box 
3 OxydreneTM - 120 ct. Box 
4 OxydreneTM - 120 ct. Box 
5 OxydreneTM - 120 ct. Box 
6 Oxydrene” - 120 ct. Box 
7 Oxydrene” - 120 ct. Box 

The following identifies the brand name of each supplement for which a 
statement is made: 

Statement 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Brand Name 
Basic Research, L.L.C., 
dba Klein-Becker usa 
Basic Research, L.L.C., 
dba Klein-Becker usa 
Basic Research, L.L.C., 
dba Klein-Becker usa 
Basic Research, L. L. C., 
dba Klein-Becker usa 
Basic Research, L.L.C., 
dba Klein-Becker usa 
Basic Research, L. L. C., 
dba Klein-Becker usa 
Basic Research, L. L.C., 
dba Klein-Becker usa 

Label or Labelina? 
both 

both 

both 

both 

both 

both 

both 

I, Daniel B. Mowrey, Ph.D., am authorized to certify this Notification 
on behalf of Basic Research, L.L.C. dba Klein-Becker usa. I certify that the 
information presented and contained in this Notification is complete and 
accurate, and that Basic Research, L.L.C. dba Klein-Becker usa has 
substantiation that each structure-function statement is truthful and not 
misleading. 

Dated this /<day of 3%~ , 2002. 

Consultant to Basic Research, L.L.C. 
dba Klein-Becker usa 
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Helps provide cellular 
oxygen necessary to: 
- Maintam energy, Sta”7i”a 

and endurance. 
a Reduce musck? recuperation Cycle, 

permltil”g maximum muscle growth 
and optimal body fat redutilo”’ 

~.Oxydrene.co~ 
www KlemBecker.com 
Call toll-free: l-800-898-5153 
“se only as drected stwe at controlled 
room t*mperat”re ,5=3crc,59”-86F 

OXYDRENE’” 
(Crenulin-WC”) 
The ClinIcally Proven 
Deep liasue Oxygenator’ 
Since Its lntroductlo” Into the U S. market, 
Oxvdrene” IS fast becomlng the most 
soirght-after compound aniong body- 
builders who want to maxmize muscie 
growth, baby boomers who fear slomng 
down. dieters who want to speed up fat 
loss, as well as Wagra” users and ther 
partners who have dwovered that 
stamtna and endurance are the key to 
total fulfillment’ How can all these 
dwerse groups find satisfactuz” ,” the 
same Oxydreneru formula? The answer 
lhes wthi” Oxydrene’s’” cllnlcaliy prove” 
ablmy to Increase oxygen saturatlo” of 
blood and tissue Oxydrene” helps 
prowde the cellular oxygen requred to 
increase bme to exhausbon. decrease 
recowy bme and delay muscle fatigue 
associated with oxygen deplebo”’ I” 
other words, Oxydrene” provides you 
wrth the power to keep qolna.” 

Tested under verfied hypoxlc condttions. 
“vlagra IS a mgldewd bademah 0‘ PFzer, 1°C 


